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A NEW MODEL FOR THE ON-LINE VEHICLE SCHEDULING PROBLEM
WITH DRrVERS, woRJ«NG HOURS

Arslan Taşkınl , Mehmeı Tanyaş2, Murat Baskof

Abstract 
- 

In this poper, a new yqriant of the vehicle routing and scheduling problem is sludied. Vehicle
Routing Problem vas frsl inlroduced by Danlzig qnd Rcımser in ]959 in the paper "Truck Dispalching
Problem". The basic problem was developed wilh lhe new vqrienls during the lost few decades. Based on the
needs of ıhe operations of a loğstics company, we introduced a new problem in which the working hours of
driıers and lhe possibilily of using oulsources are considered. The different cqpacities and properties of the
yehicles are also coıısidered since ihere are yarious demands of lhe cuslomers according lo their loading
capabililies depending on the loading plalforms in lheir depois. The model is an mixed inleger program which
aims to find the schedule with the least cosl. The cost of each alleınatiye is delermined by lhe dislance
lroıeled, time spent (ınd the cost ofthe autsourced aperations wilh the penalty values depending on lhe delays
of each seııice.

Kelıur,ırds 
-Vehicle 

routing and scheduling problem, driyers'working hours, mixed inleger pragram

INTRODUCTION

ln this paper onJine vehicle routing and scheduling problem with driver's working hours (OVSPDWLI) is
defined and considered. The origin of üe problem is the vehiçle routing problem (VRP) which has been
studied since the paper "Truck Dispatching Problem" by Dantzig and Ramser [4] with a wide range of
considerations. The main concem is finding the optimal route with a minimum cost while serving all üe
customers.

Some of the geneıal constraints which are implemented to VRP and which will be implemented to the
OVSPDWH are the capacity conshaints, the conshaints accoıding to the number of origins and destinations,
the time windows constraints, the demands of the customers about the properties of üe vehicles, routes or
drivers and üe drivers' working hours constraints.

The Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) is the problem where a heterogeneous fleet of
vehicles is considered while finding the optimal route. The capacities of üe vehicles may be different and the
demaıds of each customer varies opposite to the incapacitated VRP where the capacities and the demands are
ignored and every customer oıder repıesents a point where at least one vehicle has to stop by. A. Hoff et al.

[7] described the three different aspects of the concept "capaciry"; physical dimensions, compatibiliry
constraints and costs ofa heterogeneous fleet ofvehicles. [n the survey by Toth and Vigo Il 1], the models for
the CVRP are studied widely. Tütüncü [5] Solved the CVRP for a fleet wiü a fixed number ofvehicles.

The number of origins and the destinations is another paıameter that determines the modeling approach.
The problem under consideration could be one-to-one where each oıder comes with one origin and one
destination, one-to-many-to-one where the origin of the orders are a single depot while the destinations aıe
multiple aıd the way back üe origin of the orders are multiple while the destination is the single depot, many-
to-many where there could be many origins and destinations for a single order. The model in üis papel can be
classified as a one-to-one vehicle scheduling problem where the origin is a single depot and the destination is
the customel's depot. Similarly during the way back, the origin is the customer's depot and the destination is
the single depot. Since the oıders are received online which means the orders come during the leal time, the
scheduler needs to consider the received orders already and the possible order receivings. The operations of
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the logistic company being worked with, takes longer times to complete which makes the decision making

while scheduling the vehicles at the depot and at the destination region becomes independent. The decision

making at the depot does not affect the scheduling perfonı,ıance at tl]e destination region because the on,line
orders are received very dynamically and the long period between the start and end of an operation makes it

irnpossible for realistic predictions. In this paper the scheduling at the destination ıegion will be considere j. In
the survey by Berbeglia et al. [6] a classification is built according to the origin and destination numbers.

The time windows constraints can be classified as soft or hard depending on the allowance of serıing
besjdes time windows. If serving a customer before oI after the time period is not allowed then the model rnust

not schedu]e a velıicle. On the other hand the delays below a threshold value may be acceptable and the

penalty costs can be implemented to the model wiü the penalty functions. Belfiore et al. [9] used hard ı:ime

windows while modeling a rea1_1ife vehicle routing problem. Li et al. [8] challenged with time windows w ıere

the tlavel and service times assumed to be stochastic. Kallehauge [3] studied the different formulations foı'the
vehicle ıouting problem with time windows (VRPTW). Ibaraki et al. [10] and Qureshi et al. Il] consid,:red

soft time windows w}ıile offering different penalty functions for different cases.

Even though the VRP has been sfudied widely, the drivers'woıking hours is not taken into consideration

in most ofthe studies. The policies ofthe governments lestrict the amount of time the driver caı drive du:ing

a day, a week and two adjacent weeks. International freight compaıies must considel the working hours s,nce

the amount of the time which is needed by the vehicles generally extends the maximum tin'ıe the driver crıuld

drive in one day. In Li et al. [8] the working hours considered by limiting the driving hours with a thresl]old

value. Also Goel |2l suggestcd a model considering the Eulopean Union's restrictions in his book "Fleet

Telematics".
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F]GURE. l
Optional and Obligatory Arcs and Nodes

The problem being considered in this paper is a vehicle scheduling problem which focuses on the decis on

making on a geographically bounded region. It is assumed that the route out of a known region which vehicIes

use does not differ from one activity to anothcr. Theıe is one depot where delivery activities start. l'he

delivery nodes where delivery customels locate and the pick,up nodes where pickup customers locate are in
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this bounded region (Figure l). The cost of the activities strictly depends on the time spent arüd the distance
traveled in this ıegion which varies by the scheduling decisions. After the vehicles leave the region üe route
they use are the same so that the cost of üe activities outside the İegion does not change with different
scheduling altematives. ]n real life applications the bounded ıegion may be thought as a country or a set of
countries in which the vehicles need legal permission to drive in. The vehicle may have permission to enteı
some of the counfies in the route and not for the others, so it has to search for an appropriate route. While
leaving the co].rntry where pick-up and delivery activities completed, the permissions may affect the choice of
the border gate. This choice determines üe distance covered so the cost of the activity. The border gate is
going to be referred as a reference location where the vehicle has to pass through. In the intemational freight
operations, the custom operatiors of canied goods must be completed after the loading at the origin aıd
before the unloading at the destination ifthere aıe no other agreements between the related govemments. The
custom operations may be comPleted at üe customer depot or some other place and with each order it will
specifo another location to pass through.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the problem is defined and the model is built for the
OVSPDWH. In section 3 the model is tested with the GAMS program while section 4 is the conclusion.

PROBLEM DEFIMTION AND FORMULATION

The OVSPDWH can be defined and formulated as üe following graph üeoretic ploblem. Let G : (.V, A)

be a complete graph where V - N, ı_,ı Nr\)C|l)Ca is the vertex set aıd l is the arc set.

Nr: {n,r,n,,,---,n,,,} corresponds to nodes where vehicles are or will be free to serve new customels,

Nr: {nr.nrr,...,nr.} are the nodes where vehicles need to pass through while entering oı leaving the

region and Cr:{cr,,c,r,...,c,,} corresponds to the nodes where the pickup customers located and

C:2: Ic2rc21,...,c,,,} corresponds to the nodes where the custom operations ofüe related customers will be

completed. For any vehicle l node ır, will be a refeıence point where the route after this node will not

change depending on üe customers.

In the OVSPDWH, when the vehicle i is scheduled to serve to customel,f , the cost of 1he vehicle will be

calculated as the sum of the cost of distance it traveled lıntil the reference node ıı,, and the cost of time

vehicle has to spend to serve the plarrned customer aıd reach to the refelence node n,,. The distaıce d,, that

vehicle i has to travel when sçheduled to serve customeı j is expressed as follows:

,l ,l _,l +ıl {|)l] h|l.|J l ,.|J.2J, 1.2J4.1l

where each arc (nr,,c,,),(cr,,cr,),(cr,,nr,) e A , i:1,2,...m, j-l,,2,...n. clr",rr, (e,f)e l is the length

of the arc (e,f). q, denotes the demand of the jth customer. The capacity of the ith vehicle is Q. A
vehicle may serve to a pickup customer unless the demand of the customer will not exceed the vehicle
capacity.

If we define i(ı) as:

h(t): lhe amounl of time a veh icle needs lo operotel lime units oJ jobs,

consideriıg drivt's workiııg hours restriclioıs (2)

and assume that the vehicle travels with a constaıt velocity ıu, then the time /, that vehicle j has until the

reference node when scheduled to serve customer j is expressed as follows:
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y
+t. +h

'1ü
1-ı +t (3)

If the service starts with a delay at customerJ, the penalty cosl co,)2 is added to the total cost. FoI (,ach

customer, different penalty functions should be used according to the allowance of the early ot late arriı'als.

The penalty function of each customer is denoted b\ _f,(hr-tr,, ,,,,|, j: [.2.",.ız. /ı,, is the dııration

vehicle i needs. to sıafi service al cu)lomer /:

/d,,. )h=hl ''-"l ü5,'l.v )

Then the penalty cost co,r, is:

co,,r: x' -.f,(l,ı,,-lı,,,..,,ı) (6)

The probability of using a outsource vehicle foı the customel 7 is shown by pr, which is 1 ifthere is arı

outsoulce vehicle üat can be used or 0 otherwise. wheıever m 1 n , the outsource vehicles may gualante() to

serve all the custoıners. The cost ofthe outsouce vehicles cor, is the anıount paid to rent the vehicle.

After the scheduling, there may be some vehicles unscheduled. These unscheduled vehicles wil] create

anothel cost co,,l . If the scheduling period is /,, , the Start time of the next scheduling activity is 7,1 , ttıe time

when vehicle i is ready to serve new customels iS ,, (Figure 2) then (r"n,t,),B will be the cost ofkeep ng

the vehicle without any action until üe nex1 scheduling time. There is still a possibility of unscheduling :he

vehicle after the next scheduling activity so there wi1l be more to add to thjs cost. Ifthe possibility offinding a

pickup customer until the next scheduling time at node ,?ı, isp,,then the cost ofthe unscheduled vehicle vıill

be as follows:

sİİai,jü]rlir]l]
li,']ic 1

SCı,*ijUl]n!1 plc\ -ı:] iJ, e
sl rr:1,, j* tiür]n i]

f(nıı,.ıı)

FIGURE. 2
Tiıneline for the schedule
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!ı,ıl
where 11".71, Q,f)e A is the duıation between the time vehicle is ready to leave node e and the time ııhen

ithastobeatnode .f'.l,r, and /.r, are the service durations, i=1,2,",mr i:1,2,",n.

Ifthe ırnit distance cost is shown by a and unit time cost is shown by P , then the cost co,r, ofthe velıicle

i which is scheduled to serve customer f is calculated by the following fonıula:

co,,,- d,,.u +t,,. /) (4)



co,4:(T,P-T,).B+

1_

lr

[I 0-pi) (E|d,.]- cı + EIı . - (r,o - r,)l P) +

il (- pi) (ı . B+ fI (ı pi) (E[d,.l. a +

A-ı ,B+

A:t,P.B+
l]

E[(İ,,, + t,) - (r 
"P 

- r, + t,)J, F) + [J (-p;) ..)) (7)

(. ) (9)

A (ı0)

1

İ[,r] is the expected value of the random variable ,x. o-neighborhad of a vehicle node is the

neighborhood in where there are potential customers that it makes sense to send the vehicle instead of waiting
for the next scheduling period. This neighborhood includes the nodes within the distance d,,,, .,, ı \-lhere:

crı,o > (d,,. ü + l,,. P) (8)

Since c.. is not a deterministically known node within the o -neighborhad of n,,, d . and t . arelü-
random variables.

If l is delıned as follows:

il (- pi) (E[d.l.a+

E[(t,: + İ,) - (T,P - T, + t,)J. p) + il (ı pi)

Then

And finalIv

[l (1-p;) (E|d ,,l a +

E|(ı, + t,) - (T,P - t t + İ,)l. p) + [I (- pi)
l,

t,o p+(- lI 0- p,)) (EId,,,l,Cı+ E[(/ ,,)-(T,P-r,)J.B)
(ı1)|I (ı-pi)

l,
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co,4: (Tsp - r,) F + il 0, pi)

J=| ü=| J.1 ,=!

.ı.ı.|x,,+y,=| j=|,Z,...,n (]4)

ıni n||x,, (co,,ı + co,,,) +\ı,co,, + |11 l - |ı, ).o,o ) ( 1 3)

(E[d ,.].a+ EIt 
,, -(r,o-r,)l,B)+

JI

t.
n (l-p,) (12)A

Ş. <ı
j='

|ı

i: |,2,---.nı (|5)

When scheduling the vehicles the properties of the vehicles and the demands of the customers accorJing
to these properties must coincide. For example depending on the customel's depot some properties ol'the
vehicle may not be appropriate for the service. There may be some equipments needed or the driver may ıreed

to have Some extra capabilities (i.e. ADR license to carry hazardous materials) to Serve a certain custo]ner.

The properties of üe vehicles will be expressed with v,} and the demands of customers legarding to the

properties wıth y] 1k=1.2,...,r). The property demaıds must be taken into account when buildiııg a

schedule.

The RTVSP model which aims to find the minimum cost while serving all the customeİs is as follows

|Guı)<Q,
,) ,Dl (16)

l=1

>: :»>,,:r}+|v,ri k:ı,2,",,r (1,7)

1-1 J=| ü=l j=|

f ,! ]r,, j=1,2,",,n (18)

x,J, y,J € I0,|} (19)

In this ııodel (l4) indicates that every customel must be Visited by one and only one vehicle whether vıith
a vehicle in the fleet or with an outsoulce vehicle. Equation (15) iS the constlaint that does not allow iıny

vehicle to be scheduled for ııore than one customer. Equation (l6) is the capacity constraint. The den'ıan,led

capacily ofthe scheduled customer for a vehicle canıot exceed the capacity of that vehicle. Equation (17) is

the constraint that plevents the inappropliate matches according to the properties demaıded aıd proper:ies

supplied. Equation (l8) is the constraint that does not allow an outsourÇe vehicle match with a customer, if
there is no possibility of finding an outsource vehicIe.

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The model is tested with The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS). GAMS is a high level

language that allows users to solve complex models.

The results aıe generated with a Intel Core 2 Duo 1.83 GHz and 2.00 GB memory computer.
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The problems consist of randomly selected customer nodes aıd their custom nodes in a given graph. The
custom nodes are generated to be the same node as the customers' nodes with a 0.5 probabili§. There
assumed to be four different vehicle §pes according to their capacities. The demands of the customers also
vary that may not fit to every vehicle in the fleet.

There assumed to be 5 different properties associated wiü the vehicles aıd the pfoperties of every vehicle
and the demands ofthe customers according to the properties ofüe vehicles are also generated randomly.

The loading hours generated from a discrete interval of hours of the day aıd üe time instance that each
vehicle will be ready to serve a new customer is generated from a continuous interval.

For üe working houls limitations a simple rule is created. In the model every driver caı drive 9 hours and
must complete l l hours of rest period without interruption. A1l drivers assumed to be completed their rest
period at üe time when they are ıeady to Serve to a new customer.

The probabiliŞ to find a outsource vehicle for a customer node is a binary variable while the probabiliŞ
to find a customet in the vehicle node and its neighborhood nodes is raıdomly generated from 1he

interval[0,1]. Ifthe probability to find a outsource vehicle for a customer node is 1, then is assumed that all

the capacity and vehicle property constraints are satisfied by the outsource vehicle. For each node ı,, in the

region arı l:ıscheduling cost co,o(r,) is calculated before rurırıing the model.

TABLE 1

Model test results

m n

#of
scheduled

vehicles in fleet

9of
scheduled

out5oufce

vehicles

solution
tjme (in

seconds}

15 3 0.001

4 0.001

20 25 17 8 0.001

4o 37 3 0,015

50 44 6 0,016

50 60 50 10 0.016

80 60 54 6 0.016

7o 10 0.031

80 100 80 20 o.o47

The costs per unit distance covered and unit time spent, a and P aıe determined by the logistics
comparıy's accounting specialists. The average velocity of the vehicle and the outsouıce vehicle's cost are
assumed to be constant and also determined by the specialists ofthe company.

With all the assumptions arıd the calculalions mentioned above, for m vehicles and n customers, the
resulıs are sumrnarized in Table l _
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CONCLUSION

A new Variant of Vehicle Scheduling Problem is defined in this work. A model is developed to solve the

oVSPDWH and the high level language GAMS is used to model üe problem and genelate a solution.

A real life application is solvcd by generating problems with randomly generated data. The specialists of
the ffeight opelations provided data where needed. The solutions are received in remarkable durations. The

Iogistics company Staı-ted a project to implement the model to the information technologies and veıicle
tracking SyStem.

Since the real life operations include more stochastic information, a further study can be made to focrjs on

aıd deal wiü this Stochastic information. The velocity of the vehicles carı be generated as a stochastic data

considering the rush hours of the roads- The calculations of probabilities of finding an outsource vehicle and a

customef in given node can be extended to a more reliable base to genelate schedules for longer plaııing
horizons. For the oıders a new acceptance system may be included in üe model where rejectable orders maY

be tackled with the urırejectable orders. Partial vehicle loadings also can be implemented on the modtıl to

allow a vehicle to serve multiple customers at a time. The service durations can be expressed with stochistic
va-riables lor each cuslomer.

with the current work the scheduling performarıce of a logistics company is increased even though nıore

reliabIe results will be clear in a longer period. The inteıested resealchers are encouraged to develop the model

in this paper.
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